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Choosing an accuratemodel order is one of the important sections in system identifcation. Traditionally, themodel order selection of
a nonlinear system depends on a predetermined model. However, it requires excess calculation and is impossible to get rid of the
trouble of the structural design of the model, once the specifc model was determined. A false nearest neighbor (FNN) algorithm that
only relies on input-output data to estimate the model order is proposed here. Due to the FNN algorithm is sensitive to its own
threshold which is a crucial constant for evaluating the model structure, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) clustering based on a
genetic version of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and minimum description length (MDL) criterion is developed in
this paper, where the order can be determined without relying on a specifc model. Te GMM clustering is proposed to calculate the
threshold of the FNN.Ten, the genetic algorithm andMDL criteria are embedded to optimize the calculation of the EM algorithm as
reduce the infuence of initial values and not prone to fall into local extreme values as well. Tree examples are given here to indicate
the superiority of this technique: simulation of a strongly nonlinear system, isothermal polymerization process, and Van der Vusse
reaction in relevant reference. Finally, some typical modeling methods are conducted to confrm the validity of this approach.

1. Introduction

Te applications of employing input-output data to drive
nonlinear models have attracted great interests. Such as
artifcial neural networks (ANNs), support vector machines
(SVMs), fuzzy systems, and other empirical methods based
on data or rules have been widely utilized [1–4]. Tese
methods all belong to the same modeling framework that is
Nonlinear Auto-Regressive models with eXogenous inputs
(NARX). Formodeling such a structure, the “dimensions” or
other information required are necessary to integrate the
model. Te NARX has a critical excellence for modeling as
the construction process, which includes many inherent
parameters. Tese parameters are such as the number of
neurons in the neural network and order of diferential
equation and the nonlinearity form of the model which have
a considerable impact on the capability of created models
[5]. However, the model will fall into overftting and a mass
of calculation time will be consumed when the dimension of
the input variables is up to a certain range. Te search space

is large that would increase the complexity of structure
detection, once the model has increased the maximum
degree of nonlinearity. A nonlinear polynomial NARX
model of its maximum number of times and a maximum
input/output lag of 10 is considered, and a group of more
than 30 million candidate models would be generated in the
search space [6]. Hence, seeking for the appropriate di-
mension of input data is the frst step. Te determination of
the input dimension in NARX is often refers to the real order
of the control system, which is a very hard task to identify the
true order of a nonlinear system in practice. In response to
this issue, previous scholars have presented some efective
methods, which are mainly divided into two types that
model-driven or model-free.

1.1. Model-Driven. Te model structure is presumed to be
known about most data-driven recognition algorithms.
Furthermore, the parameter identifcation is implemented
on the basis of the predetermined model. In other words, the
structure and parameters of the model are obtained
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simultaneously. For the Auto-Regressive (AR) model, [7] set
it as a bilinear system. Ten an auxiliary model-based least-
square iteration (AM-LSI) algorithm and a hierarchical
auxiliary model-based least-square iteration (H-AM-LSI)
algorithm were proposed to estimate parameters in order to
achieve modeling purpose. When heavy-tailed noise existed
in the system, the method of used the RBF network to match
the nonlinear modules in the Hammerstein model and
adding the cuckoo search, a heuristic algorithm in the
identifcation process was proposed by [8], which reduced
the infuence of heavy-tail noise in model identifcation. A
new type of Wiener-type recurrent neural network with
MDL principle was designed by [9] for unknown dynamic
nonlinear system identifcation, in order to convert the issue
of Wiener model identifcation to the RNN structural pa-
rameter identifcation. And then the operation of con-
structed and evaluated through MDL criteria is highly
convenient. However, the model order selection for non-
linear systems requires excessive computation and diverse
model design structures, which results in unnecessary waste
of resources. Terefore, we introduce a false nearest
neighbor algorithm that only relies on input-output data to
estimate the model order.

1.2. Model-Free. Tere is relatively little research on the
structure selection of model-free in nonlinear systems, while
the false nearest neighbor (FNN) is a more typical algorithm
for this matter. It was originally applied to analyze the
minimum embedding dimension of chaotic time series [10],
and the FNN for data-based model order selection was frst
innovated by [11]. Te structure was determined by cal-
culating the percentage of false neighbors (i.e., vectors that
countered the above surmises), but the user must specify
appropriate threshold constants for the scheme. Unfortu-
nately, the determined thresholds are not entirely suitable
for applications in diferent time series but depended on the
particular system being researched. In this regard, the
technique of approximating threshold constants by Gath-
–Geva fuzzy clustering was developed by [12] to solve this
problem. However, this clustering algorithm inevitably in-
creased the complexity of the calculation, thus combining
model parameter estimation with the selection of the
number of cluster components is expected in subsequent
research.

In order to take shape a briefy interpretative model that
does not depend on converted input variables, a new
clustering algorithm was established in view of the expec-
tation-maximization (EM) distinction of the Gaussian
mixture of models. An important model for statistical
machine learning, pattern recognition, and array data
analysis, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) clustering was
widely utilized in systems identifcation and modeling [13],
process monitoring [14], and fault diagnosis [15, 16]. At
present, there are some powerful information theory criteria
that provide a basis for component selection in input-output
models. Te currently prevalent model determination cri-
teria include fnal prediction error (FPE), Akaike’s infor-
mation criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion

(BIC), MDL, minimum message length (MML), and other
information criteria can be used to evaluate the structure of
the model. It is a fairly simple task that determines the
components of a model through these tools [17]. Te MDL
criterion developed by [18] can produce a consistent esti-
mate of the structure of a linear dynamic model. In [19, 20],
these methods are designed for composition selection in
Wiener neural network models and Hammerstein recurrent
neural networks. Although these tools do not have com-
plicated and profound theories, they are convenient and
efective for most models. Some applications and im-
provements can be seen in [21, 22].

Another issue is whether the estimated parameter of the
candidate model can correctly match the corresponding
data. Te EM algorithm furnishes an optional iterative
procedure for calculating posterior density or likelihood
functions. Te EM algorithm increases the posterior prob-
ability at each step, nevertheless, obtaining a unique global
optimal value from multiple optimal values cannot be
guaranteed. Tis leads to changing the initial values of the
parameters in the EM algorithm, which may lead to com-
pletely diferent results. Tere are also a number of practical
solutions, including the split and merge operations to the
EM, deterministic annealing means, and Bayesian Yin Yang
technique, which were seen in [23–25]. Te genetic algo-
rithm was a typical evolutionary algorithm introduced into
the EM algorithm by [26], hence a GA-EM version has been
completed. Te method attempted to improve future results
through the “knowledge” of past iterations.Te research and
application of GA-EM was gradually popular [27],TeMDL
criterion has also been appended to the evolution of GA so
that the algorithm can fnd the optimal number of com-
ponents and determine the parameters of the mixture model
components simultaneously. An improved EM algorithm
based on standard GA in bridge damage detection was
proposed by [28]. Te robustness of seeking the optimal
cluster number of GMM, its parameters, and enhancing the
performance of damage classifcation are highlighted in this
work [29] has exploited a hybrid descendant algorithm
combined with variant EM (GA-VEM) to greatly ameliorate
the performance of brain MR image segmentation.

Terefore, we introduce a false nearest neighbor algo-
rithm that only relies on input-output data to estimate the
model order. Meanwhile, due to the false nearest neighbor
algorithm is sensitive to its own threshold which is a crucial
constant for evaluating the model structure, Gaussian
mixture model clustering based on a genetic version of
expectation-maximization algorithm and minimum de-
scription length criterion is developed in this paper. Te
Gaussian mixture model clustering is proposed to calculate
the thresholds of the false nearest neighbor, and genetic
algorithms and minimum description length criteria are
embedded to optimize the computation. Te advantages of
this approach include (1) the order can be determined
without relying on a specifc model. (2) Te drawback of the
FNN is avoided with the GMM clustering. (3) Te genetic
algorithm is introduced to optimize the calculation of the
EM algorithm as reduces the infuence of initial values and
not prone to fall into local extreme values as well.
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Meanwhile, it should be kept in mind that this paper aims to
provide some benefcial guidance for choosing a tentative
model and decomposing this complex problem. Terefore,
when the order of the nonlinear model is precisely selected,
the subsequent selections of parameters and structure will be
greatly facilitated.

Tis paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
geometric concepts and principles of the FNN algorithm are
stated. In Section 3, this paper proposed how the FNN al-
gorithm was improved by Gaussian mixture model clus-
tering, and the detailed derivation process of the clustering
covariance matrix was explained. In Section 4, according to
the theory of GA and MDL, the detailed information and
workfow of the GA-EM algorithm are illustrated. In Section
5, the superior feasibility of the developed approach is
demonstrated by three instances of nonlinear simulation
processes. Section 6 summarizes this paper.

2. False Nearest Neighbors Algorithm

In this section, we introduce the NARX framework and the
FNN algorithm and describe how to build a NARX-type
model based on the geometric idea of the FNN algorithm.

Most nonlinear systems can be represented by the NARX
framework. Te input of this framework is expressed in a
vector as follows:

xm,n
k � yk− 1, ..., yk− m, uk− 1, ..., uk− n 

T
, (1)

where yk−m is the system output of historical time m before
k, and uk−n is the system input of historical time n before k. A
nonlinear regression function is involved here to associate
yk with xk.

yk � f xm,n
k( , (2)

where f(·) can be a polynomial, neural network, or any
other nonlinear mapping. Te numbers of past output yk

and input uk are represented by m and n, respectively, and
their values are usually called model orders. It is assumed
here that all the input information we need to construct the
model is contained in x. In addition, there are input noise
and observation noise that cannot be measured. Terefore,
our task is to choose the bestm and n to construct a NARX-
type model as shown in Figure 1.

In view of this task, we introduce the FNN algorithm
which is based on the geometric idea. If the dimension of the
input vector is large enough, then input points which are
close in the regression space will always remain relatively
close in the future output. For the above two arbitrary re-
gression vectors that are close in the regression space which
embedded in proper dimensions, the relationship between
them is expressed as follows:

yk − yj � df xm,n
k(  xm,n

k − xm,n
j  + o xm,n

k − xm,n
j  

2
, (3)

where df(xm,n
k ) is the matrix consisted of partial derivatives

at xm,n
k . And, o([xm,n

k − xm,n
j ])2 represents a better quantity

that approaches zero much faster than the distance between
yk and yj as yk approaches yj. Tis approximation is used

exclusively in the representation of Taylor polynomials for
univariate scalar functions. And, since the two regression
vectors are very close, their distances are expressed by
higher-order portion. Discarding the higher-order portion,
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality can be written as follows:

yk − yj



≤ df xm,n
k( 

����
����2 xm,n

k − xm,n
j

�����

�����2
,

yk − yj





xm,n
k − xm,n

j

�����

�����2

≤ df xm,n
k( 

����
����2.

(4)

If xk, yk accord with the above-given expression, the
vector is considered as a true neighbor. Otherwise, they are
false neighbors.

In view of this theory, the following is an outline of the
FNN algorithm:

(1) For a certain data vector xm,n
k and its nearest neighbor

xm,n
j in the regression space, d is used here to rep-
resent the distance between them:

d � xm,n
k − xm,n

j

�����

�����2
. (5)

(2) Determine whether they are true neighbors to each
other,

yk − yj





xm,n
k − xm,n

j

�����

�����2

≤R. (6)

If the expression is less than R, this data point is
saved as a true neighbor. Otherwise, it is a false
condition. Here, R is the predetermined threshold
constant.

(3) Te algorithm is executed k times for all data points.
(4) Calculate the percentage of FNN in this case.
(5) With the method of increasing m and n, the per-

centage value of FNN is continuously reduced to an
acceptable number.

However, this is only a desired solution. As [10] said, the
accuracy of the FNN algorithm directly depends on whether

Input

NARX
model Output

y (k)Nonlinear
mapping

y (k – 1)

y (k – m)

u (k – 1)

u (k – n)

Figure 1: Structure of NARX model.
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the selection of the R threshold is reasonable. It is generally
selected based on empirical intervals in 10≤R≤ 50. Yet, it is
worth noting that an invariable threshold that can be applied
to all data points is absolutely nonexistent. In this case, a
more optimized method is to use the maximum value of the
Jacobian determinant to estimate R from equation (4), as
developed by [11].

Since this approach involves the Jacobian determinants
of the identifed model, whose solving process may tend to
inaccurate values and the estimation of the model order may
be damaged by its inherent structure and parameters. Tus,
we should carefully consider the design of the model used to
calculate the Jacobian matrix of a nonlinear system. In order
to improve the robustness of the FNN algorithm, an ap-
proach based on GMM clustering is presented in the fol-
lowing section.

3. GMM Clustering Based FNN

In this section, we introduce GMM clustering of data and
typical EM algorithms and describe the estimation of R
thresholds. And, the FNN algorithm is improved by the
GMM clustering and the detailed derivation process of the
clustering covariance matrix is explained.

When the available input-output data is approximately
contracted in the space of the regressors and the system
output and the proper regressors are employed, the collected
clusters can be viewed as the regression surface of the model.
In this condition, each cluster can be approximated as a local
linear block of the system and can be contributed to estimate
R, as depicted in Figure 2(a).

3.1. GMM Clustering for the Data. Te GMM is a mixed
density model with a basic Gaussian distribution, which is
equivalent to the weighted average of multiple Gaussian
probability density functions. Each Gaussian density func-
tion is called a component. When the number of compo-
nents is large enough, the Gaussian mixture model can
arbitrary approximate continuous distributions with high
accuracy. Terefore, the spatial distribution of the data and
its characteristics can be well characterized.

First, we newly defne a data matrix Z, which is com-
posed of regression matrix x and output vector y and is
written as Z � [X, y], where xT � [xT

1 , xT
2 , · · · , xT

N],
yT � [y1, y2, · · · , yN]. Since n+m+ 1 elements are included
in each row of Z, the column vector zk is represented as
zk � [x1,k, · · · , xn+m,k, yk]T � [xT

k , yk]T. Z is divided into c
clusters by GMM clustering and the posterior probability
matrix Γ � [ck,i]N×c is calculated, whose element ck,i is the
posterior probability of xk generated in the ith Gaussian
mixture submodel, i� 1,. . .,c.

Defnition 1. .In sample space Rn, a Gaussian mixture model
refers to a probability distribution with the following form:

p(x|θ) � 
c

i�1
αi · ϕ x|μi,Σi( , (7)

where θ � ((α1, μ1,Σ1), · · · , (αc, μc,Σc)), μi is the n-dimen-
sional mean vector in the ith cluster, Σi is the n × n-di-
mensional covariance matrix in the ith cluster, αi is the
weight of each component that is called the mixture weight
and according to:



c

i�1
αi � 1,∀i � 1, 2, ..., c, αi > 0. (8)

Each component density ϕ(x
μi,Σi) is a normal prob-

ability distribution, can be written as follows:

ϕ x|μi,Σi(  �
1

(2π)
n/2 Σi



1/2 exp −

1
2

x − μi( 
TΣi

− 1
x − μi(  .

(9)

Using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) theory to acquire
the parameters of the GMM, the log-likelihood expression is
given by the following equation:

L(θ) � 
N

j�1
ln

c

i�1
αk · ϕ xj|μi,Σi  . (10)

Te estimation procedure of the GMM parameters with
the EM algorithm is listed as follows and is denoted as
Algorithm 1.

3.2. Estimation of RTreshold. As shown in Figure 2(a), the
collection of c clusters is approximately seem as several
regression surfaces. Terefore, each cluster can be approx-
imated as a local linear subspace depicted by a cluster el-
lipsoid, as depicted in Figure 2(b). According to the
characteristics of the data, in the covariance matrix of a
certain cluster, its smallest eigenvalue λi,n+m+1 is usually
signifcantly smaller than the remaining eigenvalues in or-
ders of magnitude.

In the same cluster, the eigenvector with the smallest
eigenvalue ti

n+m+1 is regarded as the normal vectors of the
hyperplane spanned by the rest of the eigenvectors [12].

t
i
n+m+1 

T
zi − μi(  � 0. (11)

Te mean vector is also written in the same format as
the observation vector Z, which is partitioned as
two parts. It concludes a vector vx

i corresponding to xk,
and a scalar v

y
i corresponding to yk. Te smallest ei-

genvector is divided in the same pattern,
ti
n+m+1 � [(ti,x

m+n+1)
T, t

i,y
m+n+1]

T. After that, equation (11) can
be partitioned as follows:

t
i,x
m+n+1 

T
t
i,y
m+n+1  x

T
k yk 

T
− v

x
i( 

T
v

y
i   

T

� 0. (12)
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After the analysis of the above linear hyperplane,
equation (12) is further rewritten into the form with a linear
equation:

yk �
−1

t
i,y
m+n+1

t
i,x
m+n+1 

T

aT
i

xk +
1

t
i,y
m+n+1

t
i
m+n+1 

T
vibi

� a
T
i xk + bi.

(13)

In this way, the bestRk value is estimated from the partial
derivative (13) calculated by the shape of the clusters:

df x
m,n
k(  ≈ 

c

i�1
ck,i

−1
t
i,y
m+n+1

t
i,x
m+n+1 

T
. (14)

Te threshold can be computed as follows:

Rk � 
c

i�1
ck,i

−1
t
i,y
m+n+1

t
i,x
m+n+1 

T

���������

���������2

. (15)

Although this method that extracts the parameters from
the regression space is based on geometric theory, it can be
proved that equation (13) is still a weighted total least-
squares estimation for the parameters. With the operation of
a linear transformation, the threshold of FNN is changed
from a constant to an adaptive function that varies with the
data point. Tis suggests that based on the results of GMM
clustering, diferent values are calculated for all input-output
data points.

4. The Genetic Version of EM Algorithm

In this section, the GA and MDL algorithms are introduced.
Ten, the GA-EM algorithm is constructed based on the
theory of the GA and the MDL. Meanwhile, the details and
workfow of the GA-EM algorithm are described.

4.1. Genetic Algorithm. Te Genetic Algorithm aims to
imitate the evolution of nature. In the natural environment
(ftness function), the initial population will be selected as

th
e s

ys
te

m
 o

ut
pu

t

Input and output data set

(a)

t2

t1
√λ1

√λ2

(b)

Figure 2: Approximate regression surface and cluster eigenvalues of the GMM clustering method.

(i) Initialization. Choose the number of components c, maximum of iterations iter_max, tolerance ε and the initial value of
θ(0) � ((α(0)

1 , μ(0)
1 ,Σ(0)

1 ), · · · , (α(0)
c , μ(0)

c ,Σ(0)
c ))

(ii) Repeat l � 1, 2, ..., iter max
(iii) while l≤ iter max or L(θ(l)) − L(θ(l− 1))> ε
(iv) for j � 1, 2, ..., N (E-step)

Compute the posterior probability generated by each component cji
(l) � α(l)

i · ϕ(xj

μ
(l)
i ,Σ(l)

i )/
c
i′�1 α

(l)

i′ · ϕ(xj


μ(l)

i′ ,Σ(l)

i′ )

end for
(v) for i � 1, 2, ..., c (M-step)

Mean vector: μ(l+1)
i � 

N
j�1 c

(l)
k,i xk/

N
j�1 c

(l)
k,i

Covariance matrix: Σ(l+1)
i � 

N
j�1 c

(l)
k,i (xj − μ(l+1)

i )(xj − μ(l+1)
i )T/

N
j�1 c

(l)
k,i

Mixing coefcient: α(l+1)
i � 

N
j�1 c

(l)
k,i /N

(vi) end for
l � l + 1, update parameters

(vii) end while
(viii) Te cluster C � C1, C2, ..., Cc  is divided according to Γ and then the completed covariance matrix Σk is obtained

ALGORITHM 1: Typical EM Algorithm.
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the fttest population. Te genetic inheritance when
breeding a new generation of individuals includes re-
combination (crossover operation) and mutation. Tis
genetic method can guarantee that the population evolves
in a better direction, as the diversity of the population
avoids local convergence as well. Te reproduction of the
population continues until the optimal solution is reached.
Finally, a mixed distribution model of the optimal number
of components is selected according to the optimal model
selection criteria [30]. Te following are the specifc
processes.

4.1.1. Encoding. As shown in Figure 3(a), each individual in
the population consists of three stages. Te frst part (Part A)
creates binary encoding, in which the total number of bits is
determined by the user-defned maximum of components
Mmax. Each bit represents one particular Gaussian component
in themodel. If the value of this bit is 0 in the encoding, then its
corresponding component can be omitted in order to model
the mixture. In contrast, it means this component is re-
sponsible for some data points in the mixture when the bit is
set to 1. Te second part (Part B) introduces foating-point
value encoding which is utilized to record the weight αi of
Mmax components. Note that, the weight might need to be
reset to uniform distribution except for the best individual
(elitist) as a result of the switching mechanism of the com-
ponents among individuals during evolution. And, the
principle is to keep the weight as long as possible. Similarly, the
third part (Part C) also uses the same way to record the mean
μi and covariance Σi of Mmax components.

4.1.2. Recombination. After crossover operations, two-par-
ent individuals are randomly selected from the current
population P(t)(1) and recombined to generate two of-
spring. Te total number of H (H<Z and is a multiple of 2)
children will be generated in this step. Trough the single-
point crossover, the crossover position χ ∈ 1, ..., Mmax 

within Part A of the individual is randomly chosen and the
positions to the right of the value of the gene between two
selected parent individuals are exchanged (see Figure 3(b)).
Part B of the ofspring are set to uniform distribution and
Part C are exchanged correspondingly.

4.1.3. Selection. Te (T,H)-strategy is a commonmethod for
retaining elite ofspring in GA and is applied here. Te
method involves both a parent population P(t)(1) and an

ofspring population P(t)(3) corresponding T and H indi-
viduals respectively. Among the two populations, the T best
individuals are chosen to produce the next generation
population P(t)(4).

4.1.4. EnforcedMutation. Te aim of the mutating operation
is to ensure the diversity of the population and consequently
avoid the local convergence that may result from crossovers.
Te correlation coefcient rpq is calculated in pairs between
the components p and q(1≤p, q≤ c, p> q) according to the
posterior probabilities cjp and cjq, which is an index to
measure this similarity. If the value of the correlation co-
efcient is higher than the previously set threshold
|rpq|> tCorrelation, one of these two components is randomly
chosen and added into the candidate set for mutation. A
binary value is extracted from the uniform distribution of
each component when the candidate set for forced mutation
has been established. Ten, the candidate components are
sequentially deleted from which reset the corresponding bit
in the individual part A according to their respective values,
or a randomly selected data point is set as the average value
of the candidate component.

4.1.5. Mutation. Tis form of the mutation used here is
relatively simple that the value of the original gene in the
individual coding string is replaced with a random number
that accord with the probability constant pm. For part C, the
mutated genes of individual are set to a uniformly distrib-
uted random numbers sampled within the lower and upper
limits. Te mutation rate of value encoding is reduced in
proportion to L. Since the GA-EM is elitist, we have no need
to make any mutations in the best individuals.

Te uniform mutation operation is particularly suitable
for the initial running stage of GA-EM. It allows the search
points to move freely throughout the search space, thereby
the algorithm can handle more patterns in a consequence of
the increased diversity of the population.

4.2. Model Selection Criterion: MDL. Te MDL criterion is
one of the most commonly employed selection criterion,
which was be developed by [18] when studying universal
coding in 1978. Te initial principle of MDL is to fnd the
minimumof the decoding length accompanywith its residual.
In the application of model selection, MDL usually consists of
two parts of coding guidelines which are defned as follows:

0 0 01 1 1 1... W μ1 μ2 μM maxΣ1 Σ2 ΣM max... ...

Part CPart BPart A

M max bits 2M max parameters

(a)

Crossover

Crossover position

Parents Children

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Encoding of individuals. (b) Recombination: single-point crossover.
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MDL(K, θ) � −logp(X|K, θ) +
1
2

L log(NM), (16)

where M and N are the dimension and number of obser-
vation vectors, respectively, K is the number of GMM
components. Te expression of L as follows:

L � K 1 + M +
(M + 1)M

2
  − 1. (17)

From the above-given formulas, it can be seen that the
MDL can not only make the parameters of the model to be
estimated ft the maximum likelihood under the existing
sample conditions but also can simultaneously punish the
order and training data of the generated model. Terefore,
the phenomenon that the model is excessively accurate
owing to too much data and overftting is avoided.

4.3. Te Procedure of GA-EM. Te key purpose of inter-
acting GA with EM algorithms is to take advantage of the
characteristics of both algorithms. In the population of the
genetic algorithm, each individual may be the solution of a
Gaussian mixture model. Te MDL criterion mentioned in
the previous section is treated as the ftness function in GA.
In this work, two measures are used in the individual
evaluation process. First, the EM algorithm is operated
Vmax times for each individual, where Vmax is the maximal
iterations set by the user. Tis results in the set of pa-
rameter θ to be gradually updated with each execution of
the EM algorithm until the relative log-likelihood function
drops below a certain threshold ε. Te second measure is to
solve the MDL value of each updated individual to evaluate
the model. It can be seen that the excellence of the GA-EM
is that the ofspring has the capacity to inherit the best
individual from its parent generation. It must be noted,
however, that this mechanism has been promoted to elitist.
Tat is to say, the convergence of the best population in the
generation t + 1 will not be worse than that in the gen-
eration t. Terefore, the weight of the best individual
should also be retained in the next generation like the
parameter θ.

Te evolutionary process of GA-EM would not be ter-
minated prematurely until the components in the optimal
model no longer change in the next few generations. From
practical experience, the number of evolutions generally will
not exceed fve times. Once the relative log-likelihood
function of the mixture model has fallen below an appro-
priate threshold ε, the EM algorithm played a role in pro-
moting the best individuals amin up to now.

Te procedure of the GA-EM algorithm is given in
Algorithm 2, and the whole fow chart of this project is
illustrated in Figure 4.

5. Application

Te designed model order selection algorithm based on the
GMM cluster analysis will be illustrated by three nonlinear
cases, including strong object-free nonlinear diference
functions, isothermal polymerization process, and third-
order Van der Vusse reactor from relevant literature. All
three examples are typical nonlinear systems, so the dif-
ferences between the consequences highlight the necessity to
apply the proposed method. Finally, typical modeling
methods are used to calculate the posterior error and analyze
the accuracy of this work.

5.1. SimulatedFunction. Te frst case is a strongly nonlinear
diference equation, where m� 2, n� 2.

y(k) � 0.7 cos (0.4y(k − 1)) +
0.7y(k − 1)y(k − 2)

1 + y(k − 1)
2

+ y(k − 2)
2

+ 0.6u(k − 1)
3

− 0.22u(k − 2).

(18)

Due to the theoretical characteristics and experimental
research of the FNN algorithm, a pseudorandom binary
signal (PRBS), which is commonly selected as the excitation
signal cannot be applied to this work. When a small amount
of identifcation data with diferent control signal sequences
uk−1, ..., uk−n are generated by PRBS, the data is approxi-
mately regarded as a Gaussian distribution, which means the
reliable derivative information cannot be accurately col-
lected from the cluster. As a result, the sensitivity of the
proportion of nearest neighbors to the input order n is
descended. Tus, PRBS is not suitable for generating
identifcation data for the FNNmethod, and in this research,
the process was excited by a random signal with amplitude.
Te data distribution of x � [u(k − 1)]T is described in
Figure 5 when m� 0, n� 1, and the results of division by
MDL criteria, where GA is introduced in (b) but (a) is not.

Te range of input values in this article is randomly
determined as a uniform distribution in 0.12–1.89; in ad-
dition, m, n ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] is selected in turn. In order to
approach a more realistic working situation, Gaussian noise
with a mean of zero and diferent variance is added to the
observation variables of the system. Te consequence is set
out in Table 1. In this task, the values of R in Table 1 (a) are all
fxed at constant 1, the eigenvector information of the cluster
is computed by the EM algorithm in Table 1 (b), and GA-EM
is used in Table 1 (c) where the parameters are K� 10, H� 4,
R� 5, Mmax � 10, t� 0.95, pm � 0.02.

It can be seen from table 1 that the expected result
cannot be discerned by directly using the fxed threshold R.
When the genetic algorithm is not introduced, the false
positive rate of FNN under the condition of m � 1, n� 2 is
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0.1, which is very close to the FNN ratio of 0.05 under the
condition of m � 2, n � 2. Tis means that the proposed
method is not valid for this case, that is, the order infor-
mation of the model cannot be identifed. After adding the
genetic algorithm, the infuence of the initial value and
local extreme value of the EM algorithm on the system is
efectively reduced. Furthermore, the order information of
the model can be clearly identifed. Besides, the parameters
of the GA-EM algorithm can be selected by the lowest MDL
value, as compared in Figure 6 (Te result is based on the
data at m � 1, n� 0).

5.2. Isothermal Polymerization System. In this case, an iso-
thermal polymerization reaction model is introduced here
and the control structure is shown in Figure 7. Te reaction
is a free radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate
(MMA) with azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as the initiator
and toluene as the solvent and carried out on a jacketed
continuously stirred tank reactor. We simulate the model in
a computer to generate the data.Temodel can be given by a
set of nonlinear diferential equations.

dCm

dt
� − kp + kfm CmP0 +

F Cmin
− Cm 

V0
,

dCI

dt
� −kICI + FICIin

− FCI ,

dD0

dt
� 0.5kTc + kTd( P0

2
+ kfmCmP0 −

FD0

V0
,

dD1

dt
� Mm kP + kfm CmP0 −

FD1

V0
,

y �
D1

D0
, P0 �

2f0kICI

kTd
+ kTc

 

0.5

.

(19)

At the temperature of 335K, the steady-state operating
points and model parameters are given in Tables 2 and 3. For
a more detailed introduction, please refer to [31].

Te number average molecular weight (NAMW) is the
product by controlling the inlet initiator fow rate FI. As
shown in Table 3, NAMW is the process output y and FI is
the process input u. In order to estimate the model order,

begin
Initialize P(t)

t⟵0, Evomax⟵0, OldE vo⟵0
while(Evomax ≠ 5)

P(t)(1)⟵runR − steps EMonP(t)

MDL(1)⟵assessP(t)(1)

P(t)(2)⟵recombineP(t)(1)

P(t)(3)⟵runR − steps EMonP(t)(2)

MDL(2)⟵assessP(t)(3) agian
[P(t)(4), MDL]⟵choose[(P(t)(3), MDL(2))∪ (P(t)(1), MDL(1))]

MDLmin⟵minimizeMDL

amin⟵argminMDL(P(t)(4))

MDL(2)⟵evaluate(P(t)(3))

if(|amin|≠OldEvo) then
Evomax⟵0
OldEvo � |amin|

else
Evomax⟵Evomax + 1

end if
P(t)(5)⟵enforcemutation(P(t)(4))

P(t + 1)⟵mutate(P(t)(5))

t⟵t + 1
end while
Run GA-EM until the terminal condition of convergence is reached

end

ALGORITHM 2: GA-EM.
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500 sets of input-output data points are used as the origin
data of the system (see Figure 8).

Te GMM clustering can convert the nonlinear feature
of discrete data into local linear combinations, so the linear
feature information extracted from the clustering can be
directly applied to estimate the working state and the order
of the model. Because it has been stated in Ex. 1 that it is not
feasible to set the threshold R to be a constant value, no
further examples will be given.

It can be seen from Tables4 and 5 that the introduction of
genetic algorithms has no signifcant efect on the ratio of
FNN.Te reason that can be explained is there are not a large
number of data sampling points used in the case. As the
dataset increases, the diference in FNN ratios between the
genetic version and the pure version will become more
apparent.

5.3.VanderVusseReactor. Te process considered in Case 3
is a third-order exothermic Van der Vusse reaction in a
continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) with a cooling
jacket. It is a strongly nonlinear process with nonminimum
phase behavior and multiple inputs [32, 33]. Te energy
equation of the system is given by the following equation:

_CA � −CAkAe
− E1/T − C

2
AkCe

− E3/T + CAin − CA( u1,

_CB � CAkAe
− E1/T − CBkBe

− E2/T − CBu1,

_T � −
1
ρcp

ΔH1CAkAe
− E1/T + ΔH2CBkBe

− E2/T

+ ΔH3C
2
AkBe

− E3/T + Tin − T( u1 +
u2

ρcpV
,

y � CB,

(20)

Initial GA-EM 
parameters

Population

....

....

....

...

Crossover and 
Mutation

Perform R-steps EM 
algorithm

Termination
Condition

Obtain best individual which 
contains components, MDL value 

and parameters of GMM

First eigenvectors of each clustering

Calculating FNN ratio

Selection by MDL and 
Evaluation

Y

N

Structure GMM

Scaling

Datesets

Select 
features

Start

FNN 
algorithmGA-EM

Figure 4: Flow chart of the whole project embedded with GA-EM and FNN.
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where CA, CB are the inlet and outlet concentrations, re-
spectively, T is the reactor temperature, u2 is the temperature
diference between the internal environment and jacket, u1
represents the dilution rate. Te parameters are given in
Table 6. For more parameter introductions and initial states of
reactions, see [32]. Te input fow u1 is selected as the input to
the system, while u2 remains constant at u2 � −1.1258J/s. To
estimate the model order, the data points from [12] are used.

Both calculation methods based on GMM clustering
have resulted in the value of the FNN that given by n� 2 and
m� 2 dropping to 0 (see Tables 7 and 8). In earlier papers
[34], a similar model structure has appeared in the control
system based on this work.

5.4. Verifcation Using Determinate Models. As a superior
nonlinear mapping tool, an artifcial neural network
(ANN) has theoretically the inherent potential of ftting
arbitrary functions and processing parallel information.
In many cases, ANN can provide fairly precise models for
nonlinear controls when sufcient data is available or the
equations and functions of the model are unknown. Due
to the inherently nonlinear structure and the powerful
ability to model with only training data and
expected labels, ANN has remarkable excellence in
the soft measurement of industrial data and capturing
the dynamic characteristics of complex control systems
[35].

Table 1: Te FNN ratio when R is obtained by diferent algorithms.

FNN %
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

(a) FNN ratios in ex. 1 when R is equals to constant 1

0 100 50.71 6.91 2.88 1.43
1 87.57 26.84 4.50 1.87 0.92
2 75.63 19.43 4.03 1.71 0.85
3 65.83 14.35 3.53 1.56 0.79
4 56.57 11.45 3.08 1.44 0.74

(b) FNN ratios in ex. 1 when R is acquired by EM algorithm

0 100 55.13 6.56 0.48 0.09
1 50.48 13.52 2.03 0.17 0.04
2 2.10 0.10 0.05 0.05 0
3 0.35 0.08 0.02 0 0
4 0.12 0.04 0 0 0

(c) FNN ratios in ex. 1 when R is acquired by GA-EM algorithm

0 100 68.05 6.30 0.94 0.17
1 49.50 17.01 3.02 0.23 0.05
2 3.90 2.33 0.07 0 0
3 0.35 0.08 0 0 0
4 0.11 0.01 0 0 0

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2
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u

(a)

1
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u
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Figure 5: Clustering of data where m� 0, n� 1. (a) EM and (b) GA-EM.
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Table 2: Parameters value of the isothermal polymerization reaction.

Name Value Unit
kTc 1.3281× 1010 m3/kmolh
kTd 1.0930×1011 m3/kmolh
kI 1.0225×10−1 1/h
kP 2.4952×106 m3/kmolh
kfm 2.4522×103 m3/kmolh
CIin 8.0 kmol/m3

Mm 100.12 kg/m3

Cmin 6.0 kmol/m3

f0 0.58 —
F 1.00 m3/h
V0 0.1 m3

Table 3: Operating point in steady-state.

Name Value Unit
x1 �Cm 5.506774 kmol/m3

x2 �CI 0.132906 kmol/m3

x3 �D0 0.0019752 kmol/m3

x4 �D1 49.38182 kg/m3

u� FI 0.016783 m3/h
y 25000.5 kg/kmol

6

4

2

0

y 
(k

)

0 100 200 300 400 500
Time (s)

0 100 200 300 400 500
Time (s)

0.04

0.02

0

u 
(k

)

×104

Figure 8: Input-output data for isothermal polymerization.

Table 4: FNN ratios in ex. 2 when R is acquired by EM algorithm.

FNN %
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

0 100 49.92 16.68 9.32 2.46
1 55.79 9.38 2.24 0.02 0
2 44.59 0.59 0.02 0 0
3 41.22 0.14 0 0 0
4 35.99 0.09 0 0 0
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Table 5: FNN ratios in ex. 2 when R is acquired by GA-EM algorithm.

FNN %
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

0 100 39.65 13.42 10.05 4.24
1 72.63 8.10 4.04 0.01 0
2 63.39 0.08 0 0 0
3 56.07 0.01 0 0 0
4 32.33 0 0 0 0

Table 6: Some parameter values of the reactor.

V � 10.01 L
kA,B � 1.287 × 1012s−1

kC � 9.043 × 109s−1

ΔH1 � 4.2Jmol−1s−1

ΔH2 � −11.0Jmol−1s−1

ΔH3 � −41.85Jmol−1s−1

ρ � 0.9342kg/L
E1,2 � 9758.3K ± Δ
E3 � 8560.0K ± Δ
cp � 8560.0K
CAin � 5.10mol/L
Tin � 378.05K

Table 7: FNN ratios in ex. 3 when R is acquired by EM algorithm.

FNN %
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

0 100 57.11 16.17 7.06 1.20
1 47.72 5.43 1.56 0.40 0.04
2 19.43 0.92 0 0 0
3 16.20 0.09 0 0 0
4 10.52 0.01 0 0 0

Table 8: FNN ratios in ex. 3 when R is acquired by GA-EM algorithm.

FNN %
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

0 100 50.99 12.79 4.37 0.87
1 47.58 14.51 3.38 1.02 0.14
2 19.10 1.84 0 0 0
3 18.51 0.15 0 0 0
4 12.36 0.02 0 0 0

Table 9: RMSE prediction errors measured by fve methods of case 3.

Ex. 3 RMSE
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

RBF

0 — 0.0913 0.0805 0.1293 0.2905
1 0.0901 0.0900 0.0819 0.1834 0.3411
2 0.0784 0.0803 0.0802 0.2733 0.7444
3 0.0740 0.0815 0.1209 0.2576 0.9637
4 0.2686 0.3621 0.4703 0.5711 0.8461
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5.4.1. Several Algorithms. Radial Basis Function (RBF)
network, Support Vector Regression (SVR), SVR based on
Bat Algorithm optimization (BA-SVR), Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM), and Back Propagation network be trained
using Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (LM-BP) are pro-
posed here to verify the validity of this approach. Te error
criterion is Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), described in
the following equation:

RMSE �

�����

1
N



N

i�1




(y − y)
2
, (21)

where N is the number of training data, y and y represent
the target/desired output and the neural network output,
respectively. A 10-fold cross-validation was performed on
the original data after scaling. In the meantime, white noise
with a mean of 0 and a variance of 0.001 was added to the
data to simulate the real working condition. After the above
operation, we got Table 9.

It can be seen from the value in Table 9 that diferent
modeling tools have inconsistent error accuracy. From the
longitudinal (inside these tools) comparison results of the
above-given fve tools, the RMSE values whenm� 2 and n� 2
has a downward trend relative to the surrounding values. In
other words, this position is the local minimum point. Tis is
caused by the reason that the noise error of the model is highly
accumulated during the simulation process and the subse-
quent overftting. Tis result well indicates that the improved
FNN algorithm of model order selection is fairly reliable.

6. Conclusion

Tis article provided a new idea for order selection of the
NARX model framework. Te basic aim of this paper is that
if there is adequate historical input-output information, we
can choose the model order that is most suitable for the
system based on the data directly. Te validity and supe-
riority of this approach are demonstrated in a simulation
model and two real instances. First, Gaussian mixture model
clustering analysis was introduced into the input-output
data space. And, then the model order is estimated based on
the eigenvalues of the each covariance matrix which ob-
tained by GMM clustering. Considering the limitations of
the EM algorithm and the unknown number of clustering
components, genetic algorithms, and MDL criteria are
embedded into the EM calculation process at the same time,
which improved the accuracy of FNN ratios.

Without the above-given project, it is necessary to
construct many models with diferent orders and then an-
alyze the results after establishing them. However, the FNN
criterion based on the GA-EM-GMM algorithm made the
model order selection not readily impacted by the parameter
identifcation algorithms and structural parameters of the
predetermined nonlinear model. Terefore, the efciency of
the entire nonlinear system identifcation is greatly im-
proved. Te whole work has certain research signifcance
and guidance in the modeling section of the control system.

In future work, in order to improve the robustness of the
clustering algorithm, we will further contemplate the ne-
cessity of the ensemble clustering technique to obtain a

Table 9: Continued.

Ex. 3 RMSE
Input order (n)

Output order (m)
0 1 2 3 4

SVR

0 — 1.2697 0.1179 0.1610 0.3664
1 1.7895 1.9277 0.1525 0.1062 0.3198
2 0.5762 0.1138 0.1055 0.1143 0.3730
3 0.1275 0.1560 0.1303 0.1499 0.3435
4 0.3251 0.3300 0.3320 0.2996 0.3564

BA-SVR

0 — 0.1826 0.1163 0.1198 0.1441
1 0.4211 0.1435 0.1045 0.0991 0.1021
2 0.2675 0.1021 0.0959 0.1065 0.1152
3 0.1220 0.1325 0.1155 0.1390 0.1707
4 0.3167 0.1156 0.1309 0.1855 0.1893

LM-BP

0 — 1.2396 0.0889 0.0898 0.1068
1 0.1014 0.1111 0.0920 0.0897 0.1247
2 0.1367 0.0904 0.0867 0.0909 0.0901
3 0.1176 0.1066 0.0924 0.1008 0.1179
4 0.0870 0.1014 0.0902 0.1015 0.0935

ELM

0 — 0.0414 0.0256 0.0244 0.0271
1 0.0128 0.0156 0.0216 0.0254 0.0231
2 0.0123 0.0227 0.0196 0.0380 0.0291
3 0.0176 0.0230 0.0197 0.0241 0.0223
4 0.0353 0.0279 0.0247 0.0177 0.0277
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better clustering result [36, 37], thus making the whole work
of some research signifcance and guidance in the modeling
aspect of the control system. Moreover, we will apply the
deep leaning or the long short term memory network to
optimize parameters and improve the self-adaptability of the
GMM clustering method.
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